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Lifetime exceLLence

tunLift 7.37-500

the seLf-sufficient height work-
shop for maintenance at a height 
and tunneL inspections
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the compact height workshop 
combines the advantages of a 
truck access pLatform with the 
spacious working pLatform of a 
scissor pLatform
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≥	 Platform concept tailored to meet the specific needs of 
road maintenance staff; e.g. usage in tunnels, under-
crossings, bridges, motorways, streets

≥	 There are connections for electricity, water and com-
pressed air in the basket

≥ Time-saving moving of the platform performed from the 
platform itself

≥ Equipped for all maintenance jobs, for servicing and 
cleaning signs, protective walls and street installations

≥	 Angular, wide, illuminated entry ensures easy access to 
the platform

≥	 A patented platform concept (swing principle) allows 
the operator to perform an all-round inspection of the 
tunnel transversely to the road without having to change 
position. The maximum height can be reached without 
rotation or endangering the oncoming traffic

≥	 Standard safety equipment such as holders for safety 
belts, stop valves on all hydraulic cylinders or an illumi-
nated construction site sign on the rear of the vehicle 
ensure a high level of employee protection
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pioneering height access tech-
noLogy for buiLding yards, road 
maintenance staff and quick 
height access

8
highLights

muLtifunctionaL

 
Equipped to make maintenance street installa-
tions easy

ergonomic

Easy access to platform by ergonomic steps

patented
 

A patented platform concept (swing principle) 
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economic

Self-propelled and truck mounted access 
platform in one machine

feature

Platform concept meet the specific needs of 
road maintenance

energy 

Connections for electricity, water and com-
pressed air

standard safety devices

≥  Fasteners for safety belts
≥		 Machine stabilised / active aerial part 
 interlock
≥		 Lock valves on all hydraulic cylinders
≥		 Load limiter
≥		 Thermal protection devices on electrical 
 system
≥		 max. pressure valves on hydraulic system
≥		 Hydraulic manual pump for lowering in the 

event of failure of the primary system
≥		 Machine closed check during travel
≥		 Control console, walkable platform floor, 
 platform access ladder with lighting 
 activated at machine power-on
≥		 Truck engine start/stop on control console
≥		 Yellow rotating lamps mounted on truck cab
≥		 Adjustable high-intensity lamps installed in 

the platform to light up work areas
≥ “Mobile worksite” sign affixed to the rear of 

the machine and equipped with four flashing 
amber lights - PTO engaged signal lamp

optionaL parts and accessories

≥  Outriggers fitted with hydraulically powered, 
steering wheels which can be activated from 
the platform console in self-propelled mode

≥  “Tunnel inspection” platform with differen-
tiation system between the various levels of 
platform operation to ensure the platform’s

 operating curve coincides perfectly with the 
tunnel ceiling

≥	 230 V - 5 kW generator set, activatable from 
the console platform

≥		  Professional 10 bar air compressor with stor-
age tank activatable from the platform

≥		 200 bar high-pressure water jet with incorpo-
rated water storage tank (900 litres)

≥		 230 V 2.2 kW electric motor for machine 
 operation only
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perfect 
dimensions

work diagram with tunneL inspection pLatform instaLLed

tunLift 7.37-500 iveco
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technicaL specifications 
 

max. working height  7 m

Platform lateral extension  1 m Right + 1 m Left

Load capacity   500 kg (3 operators + 260 kg tools) 

Platform dimensions  2180/3000 x 3700 mm 

Controls   Electro-hydraulic

Stabilization  4 outriggers with vertical descent
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Units shown in the leaflet are partially optional equipped and do not always correspond to the standard version. Country-specific regulations must be observed.  
Dimensions may vary. Subject to technical changes, errors and translation mistakes.

For further information please visit: www.palfinger.com/thebrand

Lifetime exceLLence

the resuLt is paLfinger access pLat-
forms featuring the most state-of-
the-art height technoLogy that 
achieve absoLute peak performances, 
even when confronted with the most 
difficuLt of jobs in practice. deveLo-
ped for the gLobaL market, designed 
for the future.

better
ecoLogy

higher  
serviceabiLity

more  
reLiabiLity

better  
soLutions

better  
ergonomics

higher vaLue  
retention

higher  
avaiLabiLity

better  
efficiency


